**New contest for Week 1341: Portmanteautapping from E to R**

**Portmanteautapping from E to R**

**Frigidant:** That shakers got at a January football game. *(Tom LaCara)*

**Extraordinary:** The attribute that compels women to go to the restroom in pairs. *(Andy Vay)**

Among the immeasurable neologisms contests put up by the Simpson's, before I, the Chan have been those for portmanteau words — words that combine two existing words, reading back through the Compendiums of Dictionaries, old and new. For this contest, I have run a contest for portmanteau words beginning with A through M, and another one for N through Z, and then the rest of the alphabet. This week, Coin: a portmanteau word beginning with D. 

D: In the Sweepstakes of the Tabernacle, in which the words overlay at least two letters, and descry, we arrive at a change.